Minutes

Approve last month’s minutes
Approved Unanimously 😊

Discuss changes in reading easyCBM data
Percentiles ➔ Risk Scores ➔ Some Risk/High Risk
• Began with a students overall percentile based on the average of students within our school district
• Risk scores were based on the average of students in the north region on a scale of 6 to 0 (0 meeting and progressively having more risk of achieving “meet”)
• The Some/High Risk are now based on a larger population and assigns former 4 to 6 is high risk. If students had two measures that were below the 30th percentile the student would be some risk. If students had at least one measure at the 10th percentile or more, they would be at high risk.
• Approved motion is to have a SIP language change to an increase of 5 percent at each grade level of the kids in the low risk score. Motion unanimously voted to adjust School Improvement plan to meet new easyCBM language.

Measuring growth (5% gains from what point?)
• The state requires that 70 percent of the students pass/meet Oaks tests in reading and math.
• One goal could be that we meet AYP by the 70 percent state standard.
• Last years scores were
  • 3rd 85% for Oakes reading  62% for Oakes math
  • 4th 96% for Oakes reading  72% for Oakes math
  • 5th 80% for Oakes reading  50% for Oakes math

* Approved goal is to meet 70% at math and 80% in reading at each grade level

Develop our SY 2011-2012 “Action Plan” to do’s
• Need School-wide read-aloud book, ending with a school wide movie or other common experience
• Possible quarterly Writing Publication that is posted on our website and emailed to families
• Possible yearly reading recognition
• Writing is moving forward with all classroom teachers working on a writing goal that is guided and supported by our Writing Team
• Professional development has been planned/approved for the year, based on our SIP
• Open library, one evening a month, (on PTO nights at 5:30) for family check out
• Technology PD day will be adjusted to accommodate for the lost PD day in October.
• Provide opportunities for students to write throughout the day (like writer’s workshop)
• Continue to work on our writing continuum
• School wide training on approaches to teach writing
• Continue developing a Latino parent group
• Work to continue to add diverse books to the library
• Taking It Up will be available for 2-3 additional certified staff

Topics for November Meeting?
• Review Professional agendas
• Finalize/approve school action plan for 2011-2012

Recorders (need laptop): Time Keeper:
November 22: Amber parent
January 24: parent Lori
February 28: Lori parent
March: NO MEETING NO MEETING
April 24: parent Suzy
May 22: Suzy Melissa

Members Present: Amber Frank, Melissa Locke-Warnicke, Lupe Callihan, Lori Henry, Suzanne Price, Sarada Thomas (P), and Yvonne Lutes (P observer)